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1. SITUATION REPORT 
 

The year 2016 was marked by President Macky Sall’s initiative to launch a widespread plan to 

pull children out from living on the streets. Implementation of this plan is assured by the 

Directorate for the Rights and Protection of Children and Vulnerable Groups (Ministry of 

Family). Samu Social Sénégal was involved in this process through its support activities, its 

engagement in the various consultation and advocacy platforms and knowledge transfer in 

terms of training and support for civil servants. 

However, it should be recognized that this battle is far from being won: the phenomenon of 

street children and youth in Senegal, and Dakar in particular, is not on the decline. The task is 

huge: there are about 30,000 child beggars and several thousand children and young people 

who have run away from home and are living on the streets of Dakar, not to mention the rest 

of the country. 

The government and its institutions, international organizations, NGOs and civil society seem 

determined to translate this important decision into action. 

It will be a long, complicated and difficult journey, for every child has a story that is unique to 

them and that should be dealt with on a case-by-case basis, but the determination to end this 

scourge appears to be very strong. Samu Social is focusing all of its energies into this work. 

 

Before taking stock of the year just ended, here are a few key events of 2016: 
 

We identified 506 new children. 1,179 individual children received comprehensive support at 

least once during the rounds or at the centre. Thus, 43% of the children who received support 

are new; the situation is more worrisome for the "older" children, some of whom have lived 

on the street for several years now: their state of exclusion therefore worsens from one year to 

the next, and we are recurrently faced with the issue of providing support to young adults on 

the street. Dakar offers no other support centre for this highly marginalized and stigmatized 

group. 

This is why our priority remains first and foremost to provide direct support to children 

and youth on the street. Here are a few key results of our actions, which demonstrate – yet 

again – the extent to which our activities, especially the work on the street, are crucial: 8,925 

individual medical or social support (on the street or at the centre); more than 20,000 meals 

served at the centre; 546 accommodations; and finally, 173 children returned to their families 

or referred. This brings to 1,167, the total number of children that were directed to long-term 

solutions by Samu Social Sénégal since its establishment, of which 96% stayed permanently 

with their families. These results, and many more, are described in more detail in the activity 

report. 
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Throughout 2016, Samu Social Senegal continued its cross-cutting activities, in particular 

networking and advocacy, of which these are a few highlights: 

 The annual seminar of the dialogue platform was held in November at the Council 

Chamber of the City Hall, and was co-chaired by the Minister of Family represented by 

the Chief of Staff, and the Mayor of Dakar represented by the Deputy Mayor.  

 The launching of two major projects: the first with the European Union on “Developing 

the protection system of street children in Senegal and improving services, skills and 

mobilization actions” in partnership with Samu Social International; and the second 

with the French Development Agency in partnership with Samu Social International and 

the Bamako, Ouagadougou and Pointe-Noire mechanisms. The objective of this project 

is to consolidate the intervention system for street children and youth in Bamako, Dakar, 

Ouagadougou and Pointe-Noire and further ensure that the needs of 16-25-year olds as 

well as the right to health are taken into account, building on the dynamics of 

partnerships initiated in the 4 countries between the public sector and associations. 

 Technical and financial support to three partners through cascading grants, under the 

European Union project, for the associations SPER, Association Jeunesse Espoir and La 

Liane working on school enrolment and training projects for street children. 

 Participation in the Dak’Art 2016 biennial, with the exhibition of photographs taken by 

Nathalie Guironnet who followed activities of the centre over several months. 

 The Annual Gala of Samu Social on 2 December was held in the gardens of the residence 

of the General Commander of French Armed Forces in Senegal; it included a mini-

concert by Marianne Bathily, a capoeira show performed by the children and a reception 

dinner and dance. 

 The award of the Legion of Honour to the Director of Samu Social Sénégal on 26 

December: a distinction shared with the entire teams and Board of Directors. 

 

 

 

 

 

* * * 
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In 2017, in addition to our usual activities at Samu Social Senegal (rounds, sheltering, referrals, 

medical and psychosocial support), a number of specific projects, some of which were 

commenced in the previous years, will receive a greater focus and/or be strengthened, thanks 

in particular to key financial support from the European Union, the French Development 

Agency, the 5% Initiative of the Global Fund against HIV, Malaria and Tuberculosis and also 

private donors. 

 Expand networking to facilitate professional and economic integration of adolescents 

and youth. 

 Health: access to healthcare, a health service project, development of an educational 

tool on the prevention of drug use and sexual abuse. 

 Violence against street children: publication of a position statement for policy makers. 

 Awareness-raising and advocacy with stakeholders in the regions of Senegal and the 

communes of Dakar. 

 Further, a reflection on the organizational structure of the association as well as its 

management will be initiated in early 2017. Projects and procedures of donors are 

becoming more and more complex and teams, increasingly professionalized, are 

constantly called upon to carry out cross-cutting activities in the areas of advocacy, 

awareness-raising, skills development and networking. With the support of Samu 

Social International, a participatory reflection process will be conducted with the Board 

of Directors and the entire staff; coaching sessions are planned for an in-depth 

reflection on missions and values as well as on management and communication. 

Subsequently, a new organization will be gradually put in place over the year, with 

recruitments to strengthen both support and administrative teams of the institution. 

 
* * * 
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2. ACTIVITY REPORT 

Deprived of protection and affection, and with 

no family support, street children and youth 

are excluded from public health, social and 

education facilities and are often too weak or 

desocialized to visit existing welfare centres. 

Consequently, their physical and 

psychological state quickly spirals downward 

given their extremely tough living conditions. 

Their only option is to develop a street survival 

strategy and create new bearings such as 

belonging to a children’s group or identifying themselves to a specific territory on the streets. 

These characteristics of this desocialized population help to understand the behaviour of street 

children and adolescents who “prefer” to stay on the streets where they have their bearings 

and feel safe, rather than asking for help; one can really not talk about choice here, it is more 

the inability to picture something else other than the street, because any other option is 

perceived as being of greater danger than the ones faced on the streets. This provides insight 

on the traumatic nature of events lived before and outside of the streets by these children, and 

justifies why a stronger system should be put in place to help them overcome these obstacles.  

In Dakar, support to street children is mainly provided through initiatives carried out by local 

associations managing outreach and accommodation centres. However, street children need 

support in their own living environment in order to then consider plans for leaving the street. 

Further, it is important to take into account the comprehensive needs of these children, in 

medical, psychosocial and educational terms, for an enhanced social integration process. Also, 

some minors who are in great danger on the streets should be protected in facilities specifically 

adapted to their needs.  

It should moreover be taken into consideration that a certain number of these children, though 

minors, are in actual fact adolescents who are also faced with questions about their identity, 

who feel the need to deal with the realities of their body and test its limits through unsafe 

practices. These are all among factors to be taken into account when analysing street 

behaviour, developing prevention and awareness-raising messages as well as searching for 

new job opportunities to assure them of a future off the streets. 

 

In accordance with the principles of urgency, continuity, mobility and professionalism, Samu 

Social Sénégal has since 2003 been working with these children and young people all year 

round on a 24 hour/7-day basis. 

 

2.1. The street’s rounds 

Two Mobile Assistance Teams (MAT), made up of a social worker, who acts as team 

coordinator, a nurse and a driver, tour the streets of Dakar 5 nights and 3 days per week, on-

board an easily-recognizable and fully-fitted van, to identify vulnerable children and provide 

them with assistance and protection. The Samusocial Senegal MATs are professional and 

multidisciplinary: there is a requirement for expertise linked to the complexity of the physical 
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and psychological rehabilitation process for street children. They organize rounds (touring the 

streets in order to identify vulnerable children) and go into the territories of the children. They 

can also respond to a call by other stakeholders who have identified children but cannot take 

them in their care (associations, institutional entities, armed forces, juvenile unit, etc.). 

386 rounds were conducted in 2016. Each MAT visits previously identified locations where 

street children and adolescents are present and offers to chat with them about their situation.  

Primary healthcare services are proposed in a medicalized vehicle. Referrals to the CHUSIP or 

a hospital can be made to ensure that appropriate care is provided. Discussions held during 

the medical examination carried out by a health professional facilitate a better understanding 

of the child’s needs and, in particular, the identification of health risks to which he may be 

exposed on the streets. During rounds, the children are offered a small snack to create a more 

warm and friendly atmosphere. The social worker also conducts interviews with them at the 

individual level to have a better grasp of their situation and their needs and to know if they 

require assistance in their plans to leave the streets or to reunite with family. 

The child or young person can be monitored on the streets through regular meetings with a 

social worker 

Teams have also come to identify highly vulnerable 

children who are exposed to danger, in particular, the 

youngest children. In such cases, accommodation is 

immediately proposed to the child and the team 

makes every effort to convince him to come to the 

CHUSIP. This also applies to children in a very 

weakened physical state, as is the case for young 

children who inhale large quantities of solvents. 

 

During rounds, chat sessions on various themes were organized to raise the awareness of 

children and young people. In 2016, teams thus discussed issues relating to tuberculosis, 

clothing and personal hygiene, the dangers of the street, the harmful effects of drugs, the 

mobility of children, and economic activities on the streets. The topic of sexual abuse was also 

discussed on several occasions following cases of abuse on children perpetrated by young 

adults living on the streets. These discussions helped the children to become more alert to at-

risk situations and know that they can call on Samu Social for shelter.  

It is worth noting that, during this period, the configuration of certain areas in the City of 

Dakar was modified and this had an impact on the conduct of rounds. A wall was indeed 

constructed before the airport, which made it very difficult to access a location where several 

children and adolescents were staying. The construction of a new bridge to replace the 

“Senegal 92” bridge near the Patte d’Oie neighbourhood also led to the establishment of a vast 

and difficult to access worksite where several young people would stay.  
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MATs organize events for street children on a regular basis. A football tournament was 

organized on 27 July 2016 at the Grand-Yoff municipal stadium as well as a big feast for the 

249 children and young people after the tournament.      

                                  

 

 Outcome indicators 

 
 

 Healthcare and pathologies treated during the rounds in 2016 
68.3% of illnesses treated during rounds relate to wounds, injuries and fractures, which is 

hardly surprising taking into consideration street lifestyles. Other illnesses are indicated in the 

chart below. 

Moreover, 31% of medical treatments on the streets were follow-ups. 

 
 

MOBILE TEAMS 2016 2015 2003-2014 total

Number of rounds 386              385              3 931           4 702           

Night rounds 244              244              2 467           2 955           

Daytime rounds 142              141              1 464           1 747           

New children identified 506              535              5 248           6 289           

Number of children present 7 435           9 524           113 927       130 886       

Average number of children present/round 19                25                344              28                

Nutritional supplements distributed 6 414           7 171           90 506         104 091       

Individual treatment 2 298           2 438           19 801         24 537         

Discussions 87                210              912              1 209           

Number of children present during discussions 665              2 057           7 737           10 459         

Social interviews & identification 753              854              2 792           4 399           

Medical examinations 1 361           1 387           16 294         19 042         

Social referrals 155              160              642              957              

Medical referrals 41                37                164              242              
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2.2. The CHUSIP 

The children and young people sheltered and cared for at the centre are protected by the law. 

In 2004, Samu Social Sénégal signed a memorandum of understanding with the Directorate 

for Supervised Education and Social Protection at the Justice Ministry, which states that our 

association is considered a legal guardian of sheltered children. Moreover, an interim custody 

order is requested for each sheltered child and issued at a bi-monthly hearing by the President 

of the Juvenile Court. The CHUSIP (Emergency Shelter with Medical and Psychological 

Assistance) has a 30-bed capacity, which provides shelter to the most vulnerable children and 

adolescents for health or psychological reasons, as well as to those wishing to leave the street. 

 

 CHUSIP Objectives 

o Providing shelter to children and youth for medical reasons: the children may suffer from an 

illness that does not require hospitalisation, but where daily treatment and monitoring 

prove necessary (illnesses that are difficult to treat on the street or where a post- 

hospitalisation recovery period is needed). They are hence allocated a nursing bed for 

the entire duration of treatment and recovery. Three female nurses and one male nurse 

work in rotation, under the supervision of a head physician, to provide round-the-clock 

medical services. The CHUSIP is fitted with a professional and well-equipped infirmary. 

Samu Social Sénégal also shelters, free of charge, sick children referred by other partner 

entities without adequate medical facilities.  

o Providing shelter to youth and children for psychological reasons: The centre ensures 

management of the following: children victims of abuse, highly marginalized children 

(isolated from the group - reduced to vagrancy), exhausted children on the street, in 

other words children who can no longer resume their vital cycles (wake/sleep, food 

intake feeding rate), children who particularly put themselves at risk, children in a 

regressive state (syndrome linked to paradoxical over-adaptation, leading to a 

breakdown as soon as the child's routine is disrupted). Children and youth are made 

particularly more vulnerable by their psychic state and then require immediate 

protection.  The clinical psychologist plays an absolutely crucial role in the psychosocial 

monitoring and psychological rebuilding of children. He comes to the centre two days 

every week. Half-a-day is dedicated to a group therapy session, where children discuss 

their experiences of the previous week or of earlier times (abandoned by parents, lived 

in a daara, etc.). The remaining time is devoted to individual interviews and the 

coordination of teams on decisions to be taken regarding each child. Such psychological 

monitoring is crucial in light of the traumatic events experienced by children before and 

during life on the street. The psychologist mainly supports children who wish to leave 

the streets and supports the social coordinator in the family mediation process. 

 

Children sheltered at the centre participate in everyday activities (preparation of meals, 

cleaning of the centre), in social and recreational activities (chats, chess, table football, drawing, 

capoeira...) and in literacy activities. The purpose of all of these activities, facilitated by 

educators at the centre with the support of a few volunteers, is to help boost the child’s self-

esteem and confidence in the centre’s team. Outside activities were also proposed including 

pottery with the Colombin association, participation in the Annual Olympics event, a snack at 

the American school ISD, monthly projection of films at Hotel ONOMO…  
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The duration of a child’s stay may vary from a few days (referred to as a “rejuvenation” stay 

whereby the child wants to take a short break away from the streets) to a few months, and 

depends on the individual situation of the child, his life plan and progress in terms of the 

family reunification process, if any. All steps are taken in consultation with the child. 

Also, some children and adolescents come to the centre for the day to seek medical care, have 

a meal or take a shower. The latter are systematically asked to stay at the centre but some are 

not prepared to do so, they are not yet in the mindset of someone who wants to leave the 

streets. However, if they so wish, a meeting is organized with a social worker or the 

psychologist. Day visits are also a means for strengthening bonds of trust, created on the street, 

between the child and Samu Social Sénégal and for providing greater support. 

The number of children staying at the CHUSIP has significantly increased since 2014. This 

increase, already noticeable in 2015 and now confirmed in 2016, is a result of a strong boost in 

the work carried out on the ground by the teams, particularly during rounds. An SSI technical 

assistance mission conducted in 2015 facilitated the analysis of the intervention framework of 

teams and proposed working methods that would help restore the effectiveness of activities 

being implemented, in particular, referrals to the CHUSIP. Following this mission, the teams 

further organized themselves in their efforts to motivate children and adolescents to come stay 

at the centre and initiate a plan for leaving the streets. The significant number of children 

sheltered in 2016 is an indication that a climate of trust was indeed built between street 

children and the teams, and that Samu Social Sénégal is increasingly seen as an 

accommodation centre. It was also observed in 2016 that more and more children/adolescents 

are coming on their own following the recommendation of a friend who was on the streets 

with them. They generally intend to stay for the day at the CHUSIP but ultimately decide on 

staying for a longer period.  

Samu Social Sénégal Olympics, a sports and cultural event 

for street children: This event is an opportunity for children 

receiving care from accommodation centres to enrol in 

socially productive activities and enjoy some recreation and 

leisure time. The theme of this 6th edition was “Tomorrow is 

ours!” It was held for the first time on the grounds of the Jean 

Mermoz French 

School and attended by students and school 

supervisors. Several partners also participated in this 

event including Nuevo Futuro Sénégal, Village Pilote, 

SPER, ASSEA and Perspective Sénégal, thus 

strengthening collaboration ties. More than 200 street 

children enjoyed this wonderful day in a very friendly 

atmosphere and were rewarded for their participation. 

Moreover, the awareness of students and the school 

staff, who were actively involved in the organization of the event, was raised on the issue of 

street children. 
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 Outcome indicators 

 
 

 Healthcare and pathologies at the CHUSIP clinic in 2016 

The infirmary and beds at the centre allow for the treatment of the most serious diseases, in 

particular malaria, which requires close monitoring. Some children can also be hospitalized 

(150 hospitalisations, tests, x-rays and out-patient care in 2016) and are then cared for at the 

centre during recovery. The infirmary also welcomes children referred to us by our partners, 

and they are fully treated by Samu Social Senegal for as long as necessary.  

52.4% of illnesses treated are wounds and injuries, and 75.6% are follow-ups. Three new cases 

of tuberculosis were detected and treated. 

Other illnesses treated (excluding wounds and injuries) are as follows:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACCOMMODATION CENTER 2016 2015 2004-2015 total

Accommodation 546              473              2 236           3 255           

First accommodation 269              254              1 404           1 927           

Daytime accommodation 381              210              1 312           1 903           

Referrals 19                41                435              495              

Individual treatment 6 636           6 578           17 290         30 504         

Social interviews 929              715              3 232           4 876           

Psychological interviews 309              369              2 726           3 404           

Medical examinations 4 342           4 527           9 669           18 538         

Children offered a bed and nursing care 124              179              755              1 058           

External hospitalization & analyses, x-ray, dental care 150              214              671              1 035           

Meals served 20 975         20 167         164 847       205 989       
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2.3. Referrals and returning home (period 2014-2016) 

Samu Social Sénégal provides support to children and adolescents accommodated at the 

CHUSIP as well as those living on the streets in their plans to leave the streets. Each child’s 

story is different and effectively building this plan is dependent on the family situation, 

existing opportunities and how the child sees himself in the future. The teams search for the 

families and, through discussions with the family and the child, try to comprehend the story 

of each child and what led him to the streets. Whenever possible, a family reunification process 

is initiated and includes several stages: telephone conversations, meetings, visits to the centre 

or the family home, short stays… If a return home is possible, it is prepared with the child and 

the family to especially allow the child to find his place in the home and come up with a plan 

to attend school, vocational training or engage in an income-generating activity depending on 

his age and situation. 

In certain cases where a return home is not likely, they are referred to a partner institution of 

Samu Social Sénégal as was the case in 2016 for four children or adolescents. Two children 

were referred to the association La Liane, one to the association SPER and another to an 

AEMO. 

Once placed in their families or a partner institution, Samu Social Sénégal continues to monitor 

the progress of these children and challenges they face in the stabilization process. Samu Social 

Sénégal has a large national network of 

resource persons and relay structures it 

can mobilize for support to monitor and 

accompany children who have gone 

back to live with their families in regions 

across the country. These include staff of 

government decentralized services. 

However, due to the frequent transfer of 

civil servants, the training and 

awareness-raising of these relays is 

required on a regular basis. Hence, in 2016, the EMO (mobile referral team) visited the 

Gendarmerie Brigade of Kayar, the AEMO of Tivaouane, Louga, Diourbel, Bambey and 

Kaffrine as well as officials of the Diourbel Multi-purpose Centre.  

Monitoring of home returns is conducted at regular intervals: the first month following return, 

the third month and the sixth month. It is worth noting that all of the children who have 

returned to their families or were referred to a partner institution are monitored. An annual 

follow-up of all children who have stayed at the CHUSIP in the previous three years is also 

conducted at the end of each year. Monitoring of children returned to Guinea Bissau through 

the RAO (West Africa Network) led by International Social Service, is often complicated. The 

relay structure in Guinea Bissau lacks resources and faces difficulties to provide a certain 

number of information. Further, the recurrent political instability in Guinea Bissau has made 

it ever more complex to travel to this region. 

Besides, it was noted that more and more parents and children are themselves calling Samu 

Social Sénégal and members of the team to provide an update on their situation. The 

relationship of trust built with the team during family mediation undoubtedly explains why 

they maintain this link.  
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 Outcome indicators 

 

Over the 2014-2016 period, 250 children and young people expressed their desire to leave the 

streets; 446 of them succeeded (this number is higher than the previous, as some children seek 

shelter with no prior plans and it is the support relationship which may end up turning the 

search for rejuvenation into a street exit project). There are 372 children and young people who 

have managed to stay away from the street (i.e. 83.4% of lasting referrals over a 3-year period), 

including 81 who went back to their families of their own accord and for whom we believe 

that Samu Social's support had an impact on their decision. At any rate, what matters is not 

the figure in itself, but the longevity of the return home. 

 
 

2.4. Support and partners network  

 Main operational partners 

Samu Social's vision is to provide emergency care to highly vulnerable street youth and 

children and to offer them shelter. Key assets to ensuring a continuity of support are the 

networking approach and the possibility of passing a case over to stakeholders specialising in 

reinsertion. Samu Social has thus, over the years, established a vast network of associations 

and referral networks throughout the Senegalese territory as well as in neighbouring 

countries, in particular, Guinea Bissau. 

On the other hand, these associations benefit from support by Samu Social Sénégal, which 

provides free treatment to their beneficiaries and organizes skills development programmes. 

Furthermore, Samu Social Sénégal continues to work in close cooperation with the AEMO 

(Educational Action in Open Spaces) initiative and with the Dakar Juvenile Unit. For home 

returns and the monitoring of referrals, we also build on a large network of resource persons 

in the regions: village chiefs, imams, religious figures, health facility personnel and the 

Gendarmerie Nationale… 

 

Within the framework of the EU-funded project, we have provided support to partners 

through cascading grants: a request for proposals was launched on 15 March following the 

EU’s approval of the documents. Subsequent to the selection process, 3 associations were 

chosen: SPER, La Liane, Association Jeunesse Espoir (the last two are based in St. Louis). The 

ACCOMMODATION CENTER 2016 2015 2004-2015 total

Children returned home 167              141              659              967              

Children returned to the daara 9                  4                  73                86                

Referral towards a relay social structure 6                  12                89                107              

Post-referral monitoring 724              596              1 499           2 819           

2014 2015 2016 2016*

Street exit projects 55 84 111 111

Number of actual referrals 109 159 178 178

Number of durable referrals 86 132 154 150,75

“Success” rate 78,9% 83,0% 86,5% 84,7%

Rejuvenation transformation rate 33% 30% 25% 25%

Children returned home of their own will 26 25 30 30

total of street children off the streets 112 157 184 181

* data adjusted to cater for possible returns on the street in spite of referral by end of 2016 (13%)
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agreements were signed on 14 June and managers of these associations trained on EU standard 

procedures. The purpose of these 18-month grants amounting to approximately 12 million 

each is to support reintegration of street children being taken care of by the three partners 

through education, vocational training and apprenticeship. Technical support will be 

provided by the project coordinator throughout these 18 months. 

 

With this financial support, 5 young girls are now training as hairdressers, 5 boys training in 

horticulture, 5 adolescents in apprenticeship and 124 children attending school (primary, 

middle and high schools). 

 

 Health sector partners 

Medical treatment is an important aspect of the work of Samu Social and we therefore 

collaborate with most hospitals and health centers in Dakar. A more specific partnership was 

built with the Ouakam Health Center for tuberculosis and HIV, the Malta Order Hospital 

Center for orthopedic surgery, and the Ouakam Military Hospital for external examinations, 

x-rays and analyses. 

We have developed specific partnerships on tuberculosis and HIV/Aids, in particular with the 

National Tuberculosis Programme (PNT), the AIDS Control Directorate (PLSI) and the 

Hyacinthe Thiandoum Health Promotion Centre. 

 

 Institutional partners 

Samusocial Senegal's main institutional partners are: 

o The Justice Ministry, through the Directorate for Monitored Education and Social 

Protection (DESPS), with whom we have a partnership agreement, and the Dakar Juvenile 

Court. We have also developed a number of projects jointly with the Judiciary Training 

Centre (CFJ). 

o The Ministry for Health and Social Action, with whom we have a partnership agreement 

to authorize the medical practice. 

o The Ministry for Women, Family and Children Affairs, through a partnership agreement 

signed with the Directorate for the Rights and Protection of Children and Vulnerable 

Groups (DDPEGV). 

o The Ministry of the Interior, which approves our two-year (2015-2016) Investment Plan. 

o The Early Childhood Support Unit (CAPE, reporting directly to the Presidency) 

o The National School for Specialised Social Workers (ENTSS): Samusocial Senegal 

provides internships to ENTSS students and teaches a 3-day annual course to 2nd-year 

students. 

o The City of Dakar, with whom we signed a partnership agreement in February 2014 and 

established a dialogue platform for the implementation of a joint action plan in support 

of the street children of Dakar. 
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2.5. Training and capacity building 

All throughout the year, Samu Social Sénégal organizes training seminars on child and 

adolescent psychology and psychopathology. Such training focuses on the clinical and 

psychopathological signs that children and adolescents may show when vulnerable on the 

streets or seeking refuge there. The goal is to enable social emergency professionals to better 

adapt their practices to this social and psychological context and to acquire evaluation tools.  

 

Thus in 2016, Samu Social teams attended the following training workshops: 

o Training on counselling: This training session, held on 7 and 8 March 2016, was conducted 

by a training officer from ENTSS. The objective was to help all Samu Social Sénégal 

employees, 22 professionals, enhance their support to vulnerable street children and 

youth in terms of their approach, listening and communication. Emphasis was placed on 

the need for special support to these vulnerable children whose life paths have been 

extremely difficult. 

o First-Aid training: Training was held on 13 May 2016 and conducted by SOS Médecin 

Sénégal. Fifteen Samu Social Sénégal employees, comprising non-medical staff, took part 

in this training to strengthen their emergency first-aid skills, which could be useful during 

rounds or at the CHUSIP. Several partners were invited to participate in the training but 

were unable to attend. The opportunity was also seized to raise awareness among children 

and adolescents staying at the CHUSIP on first-aid techniques.  

o For a systemic approach of families of street children or youth: This training session, held on 26 

and 27 July 2016, was conducted by the ASTFAS (Senegalese Association on Family 

Therapy and Systemic Approach) and attended by 23 Samu Social Sénégal employees. 

The objective was to present key concepts of the systemic approach and hence familiarize 

participants with the systemic analysis of problems. The session was quite lively and 

included role-plays which enabled participants to identify the place of individuals in the 

family setting.  

o Training on “Sexual and reproductive health, sexuality education, gender and human rights: 

Within the context of our Global Fund project “5% Initiative against AIDS, Tuberculosis 

and Malaria”, Samu Social Sénégal’s psychologist participated from 27 October to 7 

November in this training organized in Senegal by Expertise France. 

o Training on Samu Social professional street intervention methods and practices. An initial 

training was held on 8 November 2016 for new employees. Specific issues of street 

children and youth as well as the values and intervention methods of Samusocial were 

presented. Role-playing allowed each participant to be challenged on their respective 

position when faced with a vulnerable child being treated by Samu Social Sénégal. 

Inter-Samusocial seminar: Samusocial International and its partners, Samu Social Burkina 

Faso, Mali, Pointe-Noire and Sénégal, have undertaken to enhance support arrangements for 

young people living on the streets from the age of 16 years. Held in Dakar from 14 to 18 

November, this workshop was an opportunity to exchange practices, in particular among 

technical advisers of the various mechanisms. Recommendations were made allowing the 

different Samu Socials to respond more adequately to this specific audience. In fact, from the 

age of 16 years, access to accommodation centres is limited in a certain number of partner 
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institutions, the possibility of family reunification becomes more and more remote as the 

duration of the family break-up increases, and from the age of 18 years, the child protection 

system shuts down without suitable transitioning towards the social protection system. In the 

meantime, the desocialization process continues and worsens as exit prospects diminish, with 

major consequences in terms of drug use, withdrawal and/or aggressive behaviour and 

psychopathology.  

Teaching: Since 2011, Samu Social Sénégal has been teaching a module to 2nd year students at 

the ENTSS (National School for Specialised Social Workers). Thus, in June 2016, a 3-day 

module was taught to sixty students (overview of major exclusion, street children in Dakar, 

Samu Social's work) by the Director, the Operations Manager and the Centre Manager. 

 

2.6. Action-research and advocacy 

 Plan to pull children out from living on the streets 

With the implementation of the plan initiated by the Head of State in June 2016 to pull out all 

children living on the streets, Samu Social Sénégal further strengthened its ties with the 

relevant ministries and directorates. Two meetings, one of which was attended by Dr. Xavier 

Emmanuelli, President of SSI and the President of Samu Social Sénégal, were consequently 

organized with the DDPEGV (Directorate for the rights and protection of children and 

vulnerable groups) to reinforce collaboration. The DDPEGV was also actively involved in the 

organization of the annual seminar of the Dialogue Framework co-chaired by the Ministry of 

Women, Family and Childhood Development (MFFE) and the City of Dakar.  

Samu Social participated in several meetings and seminars organized by DDPEGV. Samu 

Social Sénégal thus reaffirmed its commitment to supporting the Government, in particular, 

through proposals to strengthen the capacities of the various stakeholders involved in 

providing support to street children during all stages of the process.  

The GOSCPTF (Group of civil society organizations and technical and financial partners) for 

Child Protection was established along the same lines following the launch of the national plan 

to remove street children off the streets. Samu Social Sénégal is actively involved and has 

developed new relations with partners with the aim of conducting joint awareness-raising and 

advocacy actions. It is hence planned to establish, in 2017, a working group on violence against 

street children in partnership with several civil society stakeholders.  

 

 Communication, awareness-raising and advocacy actions 

o Dialogue framework 

Established at the initiative of Samu Social Sénégal in 2014 under its partnership with the City 

of Dakar, the Dialogue Framework (CC) includes stakeholders from child protection 

associations and institutions and its objective is to conduct joint advocacy in the fight against 

the exclusion of street children and youth in Dakar. It is chaired by Mr. Cheikh Guèye, Mayor 

of Dieuppeul-Derklé. 

In 2016, CC members met twice, in July and in October. Discussions were engaged on ensuring 

consistency between the actions of the Dialogue Framework and the decision of the 

Government relating to the withdrawal of street children, and all participants expressed their 
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willingness to support this Government initiative as well as the National Strategy on Child 

Protection (SNPE).  

The flagship event of the CC was the organization on 29 November of its annual seminar held 

in the Council Chamber at the Dakar City Hall. It was attended by 70 people from government 

departments, local government units, civil society organizations and international 

organizations. 

Speeches were delivered during the first part 

of the seminar by the President of Samu 

Social Sénégal, the CC chairperson, the 

CAPE Coordinator and Special Adviser to 

the President of the Republic, the First 

Deputy Mayor of Dakar, and the Chief of 

Staff of the Ministry of Women, Family and 

Childhood Development (MFFE).  

Four presentations were made during the 

second part of the seminar: one on the national plan to pull street children off from the streets 

initiated by the Government of Senegal; two on projects combatting trafficking and abuse of 

talibés at the municipal level; and one on a new social dynamic for the withdrawal of street 

children.  

Fruitful discussions followed the different 

presentations. Several participants made 

meaningful contributions and also requested 

additional information on the commitment of 

certain stakeholders. Presenters underscored the 

complexity of the issue which requires pooling of 

efforts and sharing of experiences in order to be 

effectively addressed. All participants agreed on 

the need for effective synergy to put an end to child begging and on the importance of 

developing a dynamic partnership between the Government, Civil Society and TFPs. 

o Awareness-raising sessions targeting partners 

Two sessions, moderated by technical advisers of Samusocial Sénégal, were conducted to raise 

awareness and enhance the capacities of stakeholders in the child protection area. 

The first awareness-raising session was held on 25 and 26 May 2016 in St. Louis and was 

attended by 25 participants from civil society and central and local government services. 

Participants were familiarized with the professional intervention methods and practices of 

Samusocial. The desocialization process, the notion of paradoxical overadaptation and 

intervention methods of Samu Social were addressed through formal presentations, role-play, 

case studies and extensive discussions. The different structures present were able to better 

familiarize themselves with each other’s roles, identify resource persons and develop synergy 

actions. Establishment of a coordination platform on issues relating to street children, 

currently non-existent in St. Louis, was among the actions planned.  

Another awareness-raising session on the same themes was held on 24 November 2016 in 

Kaffrine. Thirty-two participants attended from several institutions and community groups 

including the AEMO of Kaffrine, koranic school teachers, Badienou Gokh, the Police, 

Gendarmerie, resource persons previously identified by Samu Social Sénégal, journalists, 
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Ndeyou Daara, and representatives of local neighbourhoods. This awareness-raising session 

brought to light the fact that there is no dynamic coordinating force at the local and regional 

level with regard to issues relating to vulnerable children despite the existence of several 

structures. Further, all of the different institutions present at the session expressed their 

interest in supporting actions carried out by Samu Social Sénégal in the region, and in 

particular, throughout the family reunification process (family tracing, monitoring, assistance 

for mediation…). 

o Awareness-raising campaign in communes in Dakar 

A first awareness-raising meeting on street children was held on 10 November 2016 in the 

Commune of Dieuppeul-Derklé. About thirty people were present including elected officials, 

municipal agents, Badienou Gokh, imams, neighbourhood leaders, the Child Protection Support 

Unit (Office of the President) and the DASS of the City of Dakar.  

The meeting was chaired by the Mayor of the Commune, Mr. Cheikh Guèye, and co-

moderated by Samu Social Sénégal, Enda Jeunesse Action, which presented the issue from a 

sub-regional perspective, and RAO (West Africa Network) providing support for children 

returning home. During discussions between stakeholders, several women highlighted their 

personal initiatives in caring for street children. The Badienou Gokh indicated their 

determination to become more involved in efforts to keep children off the streets. They could 

be an essential contact for improving the community-based approach to ensure effective 

conduct of awareness-raising and prevention actions as well as for the monitoring of 

information on issues relating to violence. 

 

o Press conference on the launch of the European Union-funded project “Developing the protection 

system of street children in Senegal and improving services, skills and mobilization efforts”  

In early 2016, in conjunction with Samu Social 

International, we signed an agreement with the EU 

Delegation in Dakar to support part of our 

programme for 30 months. The project was 

launched at a press conference held with the Chief 

Adviser and our Programme Manager at the EU 

Delegation. Eighteen journalists attended the press 

conference which enjoyed widespread coverage.  

 

o Dakar Art Show: Dak’Art 2016 

Samu Social Sénégal participated in this major arts event in Africa from 17 May to 2 June 

through the exhibition of photographs taken in 2015 by Nathalie Guironnet at our centre: “For 

several weeks, I followed the children in their activities, discovering their everyday lives, their laughs, 

cheerful and brittle at the same time, their joie de vivre, feigned or not. I tried to follow them as closely 

as possible, to capture their emotions, the present moment”.  
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Participation in this artistic event allowed 

us to heighten the awareness of visitors on 

the plight of street children in Senegal, 

enhance public knowledge about the 

association, raise funds through the sale of 

the photographs with 60% of the proceeds 

going to Samu Social Sénégal, display 

pictures that were stripped of all sordid 

aspects thereby giving the children back 

their dignity and changing the manner in 

which they are perceived.  

 

 Participation and interventions in seminars, colloquiums, workshops and 

conferences 

Numerous workshops, meetings, seminars and colloquiums were organized throughout the 

year in Dakar, focusing in particular on themes related to poverty, social or healthcare 

exclusion, and human rights. Samu Social Sénégal endeavours to attend such events as much 

as possible, as they provide an opportunity to better communicate on the issue of street 

children in Senegal. Below is the list of major events attended: 

 

Date Organizing institution Theme 

9/10 

February 

AJS/Raddho/Unicef Workshop to prepare and share civil society 

amendments to the draft law on the status of daaras 

(koranic schools) 

25 February UNHCR Panel on statelessness 

8 March Judiciary Training Centre (CFJ) Assessment meeting of the “Juvenile justice” project 

9-11 March Unicef / DESPS Workshop on providing emergency assistance to 

minors who are victims of violence, abuse, exploitation 

or harmful practices. Capacity building workshop for 

employees at the primary response centre of the 

Ministry of Justice 

19 March Lycée Français Jean Mermoz de 

Dakar 

Participation in Career Day at the French school 

24 March Ministry of Family / DDPEGV Validation of the 2nd action plan of the National 

Strategy on Child Protection (SNPE) for the 2016-2018 

period 

9-11 May Ministry of Health 1st Franco-African symposium on mental health, 

focusing on women and children 

26/27 

October 

Association des Juristes 

Sénégalaises and Village Pilote 

Workshop on child protection legislation 

11-12 

November 

Ministry of Family / DDPEGV Workshop to strengthen intervention capacities of law 

enforcement officers and educators involved in the 

process of withdrawing/reintegrating street children 

14-16 

December  

Ministry of Family / DDPEGV Workshop to assess results of the plan on pulling 

children off the streets 
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 Tools and capitalization 

The “Practical guide for family interventions” was prepared by the Coordinator of technical 

resources of Samu Social International and the Family mediation technical adviser of Samu 

Social Sénégal.  

This guide is a practical tool for Samu 

Social teams as well as its partners. It is 

divided into two parts. The first part 

focuses on the methodology describing 

family mediation and the five stages 

involved. These five stages are as 

follows: family contact request, family 

tracing, preparations for family 

reunification or (re)integration, family 

reunification or (re)integration and 

monitoring of family reunification or (re)integration. Documents and family intervention 

forms are provided in the second part of the guide. 

Prepared in late 2016, this guide will be published in early 2017. 

 

Restructuring of the database system: With a view to drawing up a position paper in 2017 on 

violence against street children within the context of the European Union project, a consultant 

was recruited in mid-October to work on restructuring the database system, improving data 

collection and developing related indicators. 
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3. FINANCIAL REPORT 

 

The financial report accounts for the cost of the Samu Social Senegal programme, including 

mainly costs borne by Samu Social Senegal, but also some of the costs borne by Samu Social 

International and linked directly to the activities of Samu Social Senegal (trainings, missions, 

technical support…). 

 

3.1. Balance sheet 2016 

 
 

Other debts: these are subsidies and subsidy balances to be received for year 2016, namely 

8,998,620 CFA francs in private funds from international donors, collected by Samu Social 

International and which will be fully paid in early 2017. 

Suppliers: some supplier invoices are yet to reach us as at 31/12/2017 (Sonatel, Sénélec, SDE, 

auditor). 

Dedicated funds: these are made up of commitments to be covered on subsidies received from 

UNODC (4,398,810 cfa), from the Total Sénégal Foundation (1,088,253 cfa), from the Children 

of Africa Foundation (104,003 cfa), from AFD (6,374,868 cfa) and from EU (1,118,501 cfa). 

 

3.2. Expenditures 
 

 
 

ASSETS  gross  net 2016  net 2015 LIABILITIES  net 2016  net 2015 

Fixed assets 215 266 866 98 671 982 119 789 137 Equity 128 128 380 127 693 173

Intengible assets 3 351 200 868 480 1 302 720 Retain earnings 0 0

Building 136 078 778 73 638 331 82 922 845 Bottom line 29 456 398 7 904 036

Materials 75 836 888 24 165 171 35 563 572 Regulated provisions 98 671 982 119 789 137

Current assets 12 756 768 12 756 768 6 847 094 Financial debts 0 0

Raw material (fuel, phone credit) 1 128 253 1 128 253 406 422 Provisions for risks and charges

Other receivables 11 628 515 11 628 515 6 440 672 Current liabilities 14 415 764 10 324 570

Cash 31 115 394 31 115 394 11 381 312 Suppliers 1 331 329 1 676 899

Bank 27 587 964 27 587 964 7 827 032 Sundry creditors 0 1 908 827

Petty cash 3 527 430 3 527 430 3 554 280 Dedicated funds 13 084 435 6 738 844

Total ASSETS 259 139 028 142 544 144 138 017 543 Total LIABILITIES 142 544 144 138 017 743

Mobile Assistance Team 31 835 701 48 533 €           Public funds 154 220 713 235 108 €       

Emmergency accommodation centre 73 024 214 111 325 €         Private funds 45 741 735 69 733 €         

Referrals and familly reunifications 18 300 179 27 898 €           
Membership fees - donations - 

equities
5 266 189 8 028 €           

Support to partners 29 816 639 45 455 €           In-kind & Pro-bono 7 974 730 12 157 €         

Awareness-raising and advocacy 18 565 279 28 303 €           

Shared costs and fundraising 32 232 295 49 138 €           

Technical assistance Samu Social 

International
2 115 140 3 225 €             

Minscellaneous and contingencies 7 313 919 11 150 €           

TOTAL 213 203 367 325 026 €        TOTAL 213 203 367 325 026 €      

MEANS RESOURCES
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Expenditures for the year amount to 213,203,367 cfa francs including 7,313,919 cfa francs in 

extrabudgetary expenditures which have been fully funded and relate mainly to the cost of 

organizing the annual gala in December 2016 (5,410,595 cfa). 

 

We would be unable to carry out our activities and missions without the support of Samu 

Social International, in particular through almost-daily support of the programme manager 

based in Paris. Samu Social Sénégal also receives assistance in its educational and technical 

support activities in favour of the teams, fund-raising and management. Thus, in order to more 

accurately reflect actual costs required for a proper execution of our mission, SSI assistance 

and support costs should be added, which brings the total cost of our mission to 239,748,559 

cfa francs (365,494 Euros). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cost breakdown: 

 
 

3.3. 2017 forecast budget 

The provisional budget for the year 2017 amounts to 275 093 476 cfa francs, or 419 377 Euros. 

Nearly 26 million will be dedicated to supporting partner associations for activities related to 

the long-term reintegration of street children, as part of the European Union-funded 

programme. 

Two recruitments are planned in 2017 to strengthen the management team and to implement 

the different projects. An Administrative Coordinator (accounts/finance – human resources 

management – logistics/supplies) as well as an Assistant in charge of projects will thus be 

recruited in 2017. The team of facilitators at the centre will also be strengthened with the 

recruitment of an additional female facilitator. 

 

 

 

 

Costs of Samu Social International support 26 545 193       40 468         

programme officer / monitoring evaluation 15 089 635       23 004         

training and capacity building 7 356 492         11 215         

communication and fundraising 1 295 443         1 975           

management / finances 2 803 623         4 274           
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2017 forecast Financing Plan 

 

 
 

3.1. Accounts finalization and auditing 

Since April 2014, the association has been outsourcing the accounting function to an outside 

provider in order to comply with financial management best practices, in particular on the rule 

of separating accounting tasks. Thus the person approving spending should be different from 

the person disbursing and the one recording accounting data.  

Daily accounting tasks are conducted by the independent auditing firm TEREX, which is a 

registered chartered accounting firm. It manages daily accounts, wages, and produces annual 

statements, in line with the procedures described in a service contract. 

An external auditor (the CMBac firm), also a registered chartered accounting firm, certifies the 

association's annual books. 

Samusocial Senegal's balance sheet/results account and certified books can be viewed upon 

request. 

  

Balance 2016 29 456 398

European Union 144 582 900

Agence Française de Développement 35 892 933

Initiative 5% / World Fund 15 775 766

State of Senegal 10 000 000

UNODC 11 998 810

Foundation Children of Africa 2 509 193

Foundation Juniclair 26 238 280

Foundation Total Sénégal (grant) 2 000 000

Rufsac 2 500 000

Foundation Mazars 6 536 939

Private donors, membership fees, crowdfunding 19 967 844

CMBac (pro bono= 1 000 000

PWC Sénégal (office supplies - in-kind) 1 000 000

Foundation Total Sénégal (fuel - in-kind) 4 088 253

Louis Dreyfus Commodities (food - in-kind) 500 000

Association Al Hoda (medical - in-kind) 500 000

TOTAL ACQUIRED RESOURCES 314 547 316

DONORS
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4. ADMINISTRATION THE ASSOCIATION 

4.1. The Board 

The Board met 3 times, on February 19th, July 16 and November 19th, 2016.  

Members of the Board re-elected for 2 years at the GA of April 23th, 2016, are: 

- Mrs Mariétou Diongue Diop, President  

- Docteur Claude Moreira, Treasurer  

- Mrs Djamila Idir Benghazi, Secretary  

- Mrs Marlène Rahmi, Administrator  

- Mrs Geneviève Manga Sagna, Administrator  

- Dr Massamba Diop, Administrator  

- Samu Social International, represented by Dr Xavier Emmanuelli, Administrator 

 

Functions and duties of the Board (excerpts from the association by-laws) 

The Board comprises 5 (or 7) members elected by the General Assembly for a renewable 2-year term. 

Samu Social International is a rightful member of the Board. 

The Board Chairman is elected by the General Assembly and the Board also elects from amongst its 

members, and for the duration of the administrator's mandate, a secretary and a treasurer.  

Board decisions are taken on the basis of a simple majority of members, attending in person or through 

proxies. In case of a tie, the President has the final say. 

The Board is the association's representative body. It holds powers of proposition, oversight and 

accountability for its actions before the General Assembly.  

It submits broad guidelines of the association's actions to the General Assembly, and namely any 

amendment of the by-laws (providing these comply with the limitations defined in the by-laws) and any 

proposition for developing the association's actions. 

It submits financial information to the General Assembly as relevant to all association members, namely 

annual budgets and investment plans.   

It submits the moral report, the activity report and the financial report to the General Assembly for 

approval. 

It ensures proper management of the association's human and financial resources. 

The President represents the association in its dealings with the authorities. The President is the official 

representative of the association for all legal proceedings. In case of unavailability, all his/her powers 

can be delegated to the Board member of his/her choice. 

The treasurer is tasked with the financial management of the association. S/He also monitors banking 

operations. 

The secretary undertakes all secretarial duties, namely drafting correspondence and minutes, as well as 

any notice from the Board and its assemblies. 

Samu Social International guarantees compliance by the association with the Charter, the Code of 

Conduct and the contracting documents binding it with Samu Social International.  

The Executive Director of the association shall always be invited to Board meetings. 
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4.2. Human Resources 

As at December 31st, 2016, Samu Social Senegal had 24 full-time staff (22 local employees, 1 

expatriate Manager and 1 expatriate projects coordinator). 

 
 

Two weekly coordination meetings are held: 

- a street work coordination meeting on Mondays (MAT) 

- a child monitoring coordination meeting on Wednesdays at the CHUSIP 

 

The Board of Directors includes an Operational Director, the MAT Coordinator, the Center 

Manager as well as the Head Physician; it supports the director on issues related to 

organization, management and recruitment. An annual evaluation is carried out on the 

performance and activities of each of them, in the form of an individual interview, while 

specific objectives are defined for each one of them for the following year, which is conducive 

to individual advancement within the structure. 

 

In March 2016, the psychologist Ngor Ndour, who had been accompanying the children since 

2006, retired and was replaced by Aminata Mbengue, clinical psychologist. 

 

In June, we reinforced our team with the creation of the position of Project Coordinator and 

recruited Isabelle Diouf who now coordinates operational activities of the various projects 

including those funded by AFD, European Union and Global Fund. 
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5. SAMU SOCIAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORK 

Samu Social Sénégal is part of 

the Samu Social International 

network and abides by the Samu 

Social International Charter as 

well as its Code of conduct. 

Since 2004, a 3-year renewable 

partnership agreement has been 

signed between our two 

institutions.  

 

 

 

Samusocial Senegal thus receives effective technical support, as well as ad hoc assistance in the 

form of missions and/or remote support, which can be described as follows for 2016: 

 Technical support to develop the Practical Guide on Mediation by the technical 

resources coordinator. This guide will be published and disseminated in 2017. 

 Permanent support to mobilize financial resources and ensure effective management 

of European Union and French Development Agency programmes. 

 Organization of an inter-Samu Social seminar (Senegal, Mali, Pointe-Noire, 

Ouagadougou) in November. This seminar was held in Dakar and moderated by the 

Technical Resources Department of the SSI (see point 2.5 of this report). 

Finally, as is the case each year, Samu Social International organized exchange and 

professional practice workshops attended by directors from all current missions around the 

world. This year, these coordination days took place from 26 to 29 September. The themes and 

issues discussed included: delivery of care services to 15-25-year olds (adolescents and young 

adults living on the streets), communication and social networks, the gender approach in 

Samu Social actions, human resources management in varying cultural environments, 

restructuring of the accounting and financial system, roundtable on call centres (sharing of 

experiences with Samu Social Paris). 
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SUPPORTS RECEIVED BY SAMU SOCIAL SENEGAL IN 2016 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And all our generous and loyal private donors, 

without whom nothing would be possible...  
 


